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The Status of Sales Coaching 
 
Is there hope or should we send flowers?  
 
Sad to say, but sales coaching seems to be dying in our industry.  Not 

because it’s a bad idea or because it isn’t effective.  Research 

consistently shows that coaching increases sales results. And the 

problem is not that sales managers don’t want to do it.  They do. 

Even so, sales coaching seems to be gasping for air.  At Interactive 

Communications, we think three things have forced it onto life support: 

 

▪ Today’s economic environment. 

With budgets tight and all eyes on expenses, sales managers 

have more on their plate than in past years.  Right now it’s not 

unusual for them to manage 15+ wholesalers.  Couple this with 

an increase in other demands on their time and it becomes 

almost impossible for them to coach with any regularity. 

▪ (Hopeful) assumptions.  

Because they are pulled in so many directions, managers often 

cling to the false premise that seasoned wholesalers don’t need 

coaching. Really? Why do seasoned athletes still need coaches?  

Of course experience counts, but the game changes every day 

and what made wholesalers successful when the pitch was 

popular isn’t enough in today’s environment. 

▪ Outdated coaching methods and metrics.   

Very few organizations give sales managers the tools and 

training they need to coach today’s wholesalers.  Even fewer 

organizations have in place specific criteria that define good 

coaching or even a good sales conversation.  Without these, 

what might be perceived as coaching is really subjective 

feedback that may be important, but often doesn’t change 

ingrained behaviors over the long haul. 
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If you are saying, “We DO coach our wholesalers,” we believe you.  But a 

lot of sales coaching may be more about giving advice versus upgrading 

selling skill.  Consider the following:  

▪ While informal coaching is part of most conversations between 

sales managers and their wholesalers, what’s missing is a 

coaching process that can be measured and holds sales 

managers accountable.  This goes way beyond, “You need to ask 

better questions…”    

▪ When wholesalers are hitting their numbers clearly they’re doing 

something right.  But what?  Why do they work?  And can they be 

sustained during market moves or changes in performance? 

▪ Some organizations use outside coaches that definitely add 

value.  These outsiders can’t, however, drive consistency firm-

wide in telling the same story and reinforcing your brand.  

In order to bring sales coaching to life in a way that impacts results, firms 

need to start by answering two tough questions: 

▪ Can you define what is good when it comes to sales 

conversations? Sales organizations that have in place a set of 

easily recognized skills – the core of the sales engine – find their 

sales coaching to be more consistent and effective. 

▪ Can your sales managers coach their wholesalers without riding 

shotgun? This approach while useful, can be expensive, and lack 

frequency; new technology-based alternatives can help sales 

managers coach more regularly for a fraction of the cost. 

A recent survey revealed that a majority of senior managers put 

wholesaler effectiveness at the top of their priority list...  A good coaching 

process can be the fastest and most economical way to achieve results.  
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About Interactive Communications 

Interactive Communications helps financial services firms design, build, and increase the effectiveness of their distribution 

teams. Since 1994, managing partners Mary Anne Doggett and Claudia Fogelin, have provided training, coaching, and 

consulting to help wholesalers and sales managers increase sales results, capture today’s opportunities and prepare for 

future trends. 
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